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1.0 AIM System Concept

Strategic defense of the continental United States (CONUS) depends upon our ability to detect and
track potential threats approaching at long ranges, allowing adequate time for assessment and reac-
tion. To address this critical need for early warning surveillance, well beyond the line of sight
(LOS) of traditional radars, the U.S. Air Force has developed and is currently operating the Over-
the-Horizon Backscatter (0TH-B) radar surveillance system (ANIFPS-1 18) [11. In addition to
0TH-B, the U.S. Navy has developed the Relocatable Over-the-Horizo~i Radar (ROTHR), the
AN/TPS-7 1 [2,31. Operational results from the initial east coast facility indicate that 0TH-B will
serve as a valuable cornerstone to the early warning surveillance capability required for CONUS
defense. The threats of particular current interest are penetrators that exhibit small radar cross
sections, including air launched and submarine launched cruise missiles (ALCM and SLCM). Tlhis
threat will become more important in theater warfare as well over the next few decades. Thle ability
to supplement current wide area surveillance with reliable, all weather, continuous detection and
tracking of low flying. low observable targets is paramount to the successful implementation of
both strategic and tactical air defense strategies.

Recognition of the r._rfornlance iimitations associated with the natural ionosphere motivated a
iwumber of investigators (eg. A. Drobot and D. Papadopoulos; A. V. Gurevich [4,51) to propose
thle creation of an Artiflciiit Ionospheric Mirror (AIM) in the upper atmosphere, in order to reflect
ground-based radar signals for 0TH surveillance. The AIM is prod~uced by beaming sufficient
electromagnetic power to ihe lower ionosphere (around 70 kin) to enhance the in situ ionization
level to 107- lox electrons/cm 3, thereby providing an ioni:.ed layer capable of reflecting radar
frequencies of 5 - 90 MHz. This paper presents a baseline AIM system concept and an associated
performiance evaluation, based upon the relevant ionization and propagation physics in thle context
of air surveillance for the cruise onissile threat. Results of the subject study indicate that a system
using this concept would both coiiiplernent and enhance thle performance of thle existing skywav'e
O'ft! radars, as illustrated in Figure 1. Perforianice analyse:,i for the projected systeml show that it
has the p(, tential for providing reliable and :onsistent detectio.- and tracking of the cruise nissile
thrcat.

The performance characteristics of a stand-alone AIM systemi are highlighted by

*200- 1200 kmn detectioil/tracking ranges (depending on target altitude),
*azinu'Tth covera gc over 360', or any fractikual smctor,
*beam grazing angles of less than 10 degreesý (for 65-80 kni high AIM),

"* gmxn horizontal polarization control,
" opcratlon at RPs in the HP to low Vill (in about 90 Wiz), and
WM0'. dct~ctron probahili'.y of a -25 dilsi target at 1 .0*) kil range. providing 30 till
of margin for typiial low observable threat projectios at VI IF.

THir lieforiwn-ce of a nortral skywave 011f sy-stem can he vilitaccd by providing an addiltional
AI'M sector (Figure 2), whidi h~s sustaived operation in the 20-30 WI.z rcgimec independent of
time of day, latit ude. look angle, and ionospfveric state. rthe intro-duction of an AIMI, located at the
apptop1atc altitude., will create a reliable and pricditabic reflction of thle HF energy) between thr
radar site and the area of icterest. An AIM adjunct to a conventional III' skywav'e radar can offer
MubstantiýdIjy improved perfformance with regard to:

*filling in thle range hole that exists out to about I0(W) kin due to the mnlimmun Ill.
hop distance.
* igati - of aurmal effects in polar directed s~urveillance sectors,



minimum grazing angle

SKYWAVE OTH SKYWAVE 0
WITHOUT AIM WITH AIM

* Blinded by ionospheric vagaries * Independent of ionospheric vagaries
* Skip zone permits undetected nearby launch & Skip zone filled in
* Small targets unseen at night * Nightime performance maintained
* Large clutter backscatter * Horizontal polarization reduces clutter

Figure 1. An AIM-Based Radar Will Serve as a Valuable Complement to a Skywave OTH Radar

"* sustained operation through periods of increased sunspot activity and other iono-
spheric degradations,

"• availability of the upper end of the HF spectrum during the diurnal ionospheric
cycle, and

"* improved detection of LO targets through frequency selection and positive polar-
ization control.

In addition, an AIM based system is not restricted to the HF band, but can operate in the lower
VHF band, which has several advantages over HF:

* less crowded band penrits broader bandwidths, resulting in better resolution and
incri.wsd sensitivity.

* lower noise temperature, allows higher signal-to-noise ratios and improved
detection pzrformance.

* resonant frcquencies for cruire mtssile types of targets, allowing long rangc
detection of Wvurwisc v-ct DT:-ult to detect threats, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Specific issms influencing an AIM sysa.m design fail into one of dtree prinmary categori.s:

"* AIM heater design trade-of~s. which determine how well one can control the
production of an AIM layer,

"* AIM RF propagation effects, which allow one to assess the quality of the reflectcd
radar wave (eg. absorptkin. wavefront distortions, doppler spreading, and wiMday
rotation), af.,d

"• Environmental and operational rcquircncnts, which specify the threat and in:swon
context in which the AIM system must perforn.

This report will prescnt results concerning each of these issues. highlighting arid quantifying thow
most critical in detennining the boIomin-hn radar system perfornmnce.

2
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2.0 AIM Formation and Control

2.1 Background

Results from theoretical analysis and numerical modelling indicate that a useful AIM consists of an
ionized layer, with an electron density gradient increasing with altitude from the ambient state to a
density with plasma frequency corresponding to the radar frequency. The AIM layer is oriented
with an inclination (- 40'-45*) and has a slight curvature to allow the radar wave to refract over a
150 elevation beamwidth, providing range coverage from 200 to 1,200 km. In addition, the AI M
azimuth orientation is incrementally stepped over the desired angle of surveillance.

Figure 3 illustrates the system timing dependence between the AIM heater operation and the
surveillance sequence of the radar. The illustration shows the time coordination of the AIM heater
and the radar at three timpe scales. The coarsest scale (bottom) indicates the sequence of patch
creation, followed by radar dwell. Using this strategy, the direction of the radar dwell can be
changed at each dwell (by creating a new patch orientation), thereby achieving a scanning radar
beam. The middle time-line shows a single AIM creation/dwell period, in which the AIM is
created (approximately 10 to 50 ins), followed by a short cooling time (less than .1 ins), and a
radar dwell for the life of the cloud (- Is). Thie size and orientation of the AIM relative to the spot
size of the focussed RF heater beam (-36 in diameter for this case) requires that the AIM creation
hie performied with a raster scanning procedure. Figure 3 illustrates the rimie sequence for this
scanning procedure, in which a complete AIM is formied by movii~g the heater focus along a
step)ped sequence of horizontal sweeps (each sweep produces a bar of Ionization the width of the
patch and rakcs - 70 to 350 jis). The altitude at which ionization occurs is determined by where
the power density exceeds the breakdown threshold. Positive control of this altitude is achieV.-d by
using a large, partially filled, arrmy arid focussing the beam so that the AIM is formed on the front
side of the focus. The focal position is controlled so as to follow a surface contour having 1K.
desired azimuth and elevation orientation and a slight curvature to allow for radar beam divergecnce
over thle azimuth elevation required for surveillance. T'his procedurc is referred to as "painting"
an~i is notionally illusiratcd in Figure 4. Based on our current understanding of ionization physics
and c\:,, _nt technology. a typical AIM will reqiuire on the oalcr of a 110 to 50 mns to paint.

A central issue concerned with evaluating the feisibility of the AIM concept Is how reliably one can
create the AIMI within tolerances necessary for uscful refkcction of the radar signal. IssueN that
directly imipact usefulness include: size. shape. orienitation. uniformity, smoothness, peak electron
dentsity, steepniess of the density gradivit, and dvnsity lifentime. In or0 todequately addrcs's
ifics- issues. oitc needis a comprehenrsive uinderstanding of the plicioinctiology fvalidatcd
exlwcnientally) and a catrful analysis of the hecater sy~tctn design Pariee-a hy npc ~~M~
forniation coimrol. 111C underlying physics has been a major focus. of studty and the results arc
rc-putted in 161. The SYStem1 Itrde-off considerations indicatc that the AIMI can be created using
Current techlnology. with (lie necessary ra-dar reflective characteristics to provide wide area
survcillane and early detection and tricking of thec AI.CNISICM ithreat of the future. Sivcific
rtsults of the systcro trade-off studies awe prvsented int the following dfiwussions.

2.2 Vertical Electron D~ensity Prorile Control

As indicated above, altitude control of (he AINI rontntii jrKachieved by uttilizing a large ix.)u)S~d
hecatcr auray. s;o that ionization Nbegins on thre front edge of the flocu~s.(oe density is increwsing
with altitude). hrtakdown initiates where the power density reaches a thresýhold lecvel (30 kWini
Ci 69 kin aliriude and hecater frequctnývjhf= 425 Nl),aind ra pidly tncreases in tnnizarueon ratc
above this; levecl. As the. nuinber oif electrotts increase. absor-ption of the heater wave kgin% to

4
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reduce the power reaching altitudes above the critical altitude and continues reducing the power
level until it drops below the threshold. This "self-absorption" mechanism limits ionization levels
to plasma frequencies well below the heater frequency. Figure 5 illustrates a time evolution of the
ionization process as a function of altitude. This figure clearly shows the limiting of the peak
density and the steepening of the electron density profile over time. This steepening is due to the
fact that self-absorpTion causes the ionization to stop at the higher altitudes first and then to walk
back toward the critical altitude. Upon examination of the graph, we note that the critical power
density for this situation is approximately 45 dBW/m 2. Moreover, when the power density has
attenuated below 42 dBW/im2 at 70 km altitude, there is no further ionization at that altitude.

Whiie many fictors impact the resulting electron density profile, the major influencing factors.
within control of the system designer, are the heater frequency, dwell time, and the power density
gradient. Increasing the heater frequency reduces the absorption rate, thereby allowing higher peak
plasma densities. Longer dwell time allows the the profile to walk further back toward the critical
altitude, hence increasing the final density gradient. The third factor, power density gradient,
determines how rapidly the power density is increasing beyond the threshold density and
consequently how much absorption is required to reduce the field strength down to the critical
level. While higher power density gradients produce higher peak plasma frequencies, increased
gradients are. obtained at the expense of smaller bcam widths and thus smaller ionization areas.
Approximate relationships between these factors and the electron density profile parameters have
been empirically detennined for AIM formation at 70 km altitude 171. 1he peak clectron density is

Power Density (dBw/m 2)
42 44 46 48 50 52

73

~7 7

VV

69....... ij¶~

V V- '0" ................ ...........

0 10 20 34

Plqama Frcqutcv (MINO)

Figurc 5. Growth "ilmw'gh Time a, AIM Cloud wl.iihfA -425 Mlit. r= 12 v (1 ps step stic)
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Ne ~ Ne =,i 1.5 exj'48.4 X 10-12 (Pf/ 2)2) 107 f1 VP: 1.5 1(
N =min i , Yr) 2x p, ,,,h(1

and the electron density gradient is

dNz m (14 e~xp (6.5 x 10. J h/.,) . x1~~ max (VPZ,4) }, (2)

where Pj = power density a (W/m.)
fig = heater frequency (GHz)

r = pulse length (Asec)

Neo = ambient electron density (cm 3) = 102 cm"3 at 70 km

VPz = power density gradient at the electron density peak (dB/km).
In each case the first term in min(., .) represents the growth phase of the cloud, while the second

term represents the maximum or clamped state of the cloud. As " increases, the growth formula
approaches and finally reaches the value of the clamped formula, at which point the second tenm
becomes the valid expression. Since these relationships are only valid for a neutral density
corresponding to 70 km altitude, in order to support a full system design trade-off, they will be
expanded to account for altitude dependence (ic. sensitivity to neutral density).

As will be discussed in Section 3.0, these profile characteristics have important implication.,
relativc to utilizing the AIM as an RF reflector, determining both the maximum useable frequency
(MUF) and the amount of absorption and wavefront distortion incurred while the wave transits the
cloud. Therefore, the AIM system engineer must carefully trade-off the relevant h-ater
characteristics and resulting performance degradations against overall cost consideratiots. In order
to adequately perform such a trade-off, the relation bctween heater/AIM characteristics anti system
perfomnance must be quantified. Quantification of two major facto.s is discussed in the following
two !ubsections, while the remaining issues are uaddressed in ScL-tion 3.0.

2.3 Heater Contrtl Errors

As nicntioned above. formation of the AIM plasma will be achieved by RF radiation from a very
largc ground-based phased array. Since neutral density anu electron density spatial variations an:
lcrs than .05% ,over AIM scale lengths 181, the priiary source of plasma irregularities will be duc
-o heater scanning and control. T1he objective of the following analysis ald assciated discussiot
is o deriVe and evaluate tome rough nncsures of sensitivity between thC inhMnt tncertainties in
encrating the individual be!ater ek•men wavefo•., dte remsulting perturbat•ms ir AIM bhazdowti

location. and subxequcm imiact mn radar systen, perfom'ance. Deviations in waveif'mm generatitm
at the clement level result in corresrwtding deviations in the desired power density profile in the
Wreakdown region. Three specific poxentiJa uvaucs of ermr ame cowidcmd:

0 simple additive noise.
0 amplitudc diStunitX15s. and
0 phase distortions.

While lth followinig dkscussion specifically addresses issues related to a large digitally controllcd
olid vtate heater, the results can be re'dily applied to high pouvr nuiowoavc ulturts.

Ex amples of potential causcs of thces errors include quantizatitm crtrs in the digital cn'uctry.
digital-to-analog conversion errors, power amplifier gain deviations and dist~wons, and timing
errors in the wavefo•m control circuitry. iEach of thc,-e factors ir considered relative to what is
madidv achievable with current :e(hno"ogy and how,. thes. performance limitations imnpact the patctl
integ~flty.



Results of this analysis indicate that although the power density/breakdown dependencies equire
relatively accurate control of the power density profile (e.g. to within .(X)3 dB, which correspoc ds
to a SNR at the focal point of 68 dB), the large number of independent heater elements resul, 'i-
significant integration gains (e.g. a configuration of 40,000 elements reduces the 68 dtI
requirement at the focal point by 46 dB to only 22 dB at the element level), A stunmary of c
impact of this integration gain on what is achievable with currently available hardware technlu i-
is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Heater Error Budget Achievable with Currently Available Hardware

Error Factor Deviation in AIM LTocation
Quantization Noise 0. 13 m
D/A Noise .009 m
Power Amplifier Distortions <. 13 m
Phase Deviations .33 m
Cumulative Error (Worst Case) 7 . .36 m

For the surveillance radar frequency operating at 50 Mhz, the patch irregularities indicated by the
cumulative error is on the order of .06 wavelengths. As indicated by Greene's analysis 191. an
aperture with nms phase errors of this order of magnitude will experience minimal performance
degradation (less than .3 dB reduction in gain, less than .2% increase in beamwidth, and root-
mean-square (rms) beam canting less than 10% of the beamwidth). Furthermore, when path
averaging of the radar wave within the plasma is taken into account, the results indicate that the net
effect on radar pcrforniance is negligible (~ .02 d8).

In the following discussion, we derive the relationship between element wavefomi errors and !hc
resulting error in plasma breakdown location. Each potential error source is I-elated to an
equivalent element waveform error. These tw-- rclationships arc then combined to determine the
scnsitivity of the AIM breakdown location to each noise factor. The consequent AIM location
ermms are used in Section 3.0 to evaluate the inipac these facttrs have oi radar dctection.

23.1 Sensitivity Relalionships

Figure 6 illustrates the basic patch-heater geoi•itry with the indicated parametct• dcfincd a

dcsired locatitu of the array f•xctm. rclative .o the center of the hi'ater.
wlocatio of the mah twatir clemcnt. re'ativc to Ihe center of thc he4tcr.

f~r~j) = desired ceectric field at locmtim 1: aid time t.
-•Wt) =., desired clenti! waveform.

cl. k-cjexnt vpbitu gain pattern, and

(f = - ujlt, . utnit dircction vctor fPnum the nit eknvni.

Nir a heater array with N cletirnts and c denoting the wcd of light, th1w. ieal tekctrc ficed imenrtity
is gi%-vn by the su-mxed ckmuiibutions fromi each etnticin.

N' f'

4A&'il E.t rU4c



E(L,t)

E

Figure 6. Geometry of Heater Array Sensitivity Analysis

where P_ is the polarization orientation of the electric field and Olr!! >> iiiL

Equation (3) provides the relationship between the electric field intensity at location r and the ideal

element waveforms. For a non-ideal waveform, we assume that gL•,En~t) has been perturbed by
an additive noise process, ?1,, which has zero mean and variance t( !nl•(t)l2} = '2 where E

denotes the statistical expectation. The actual contribution to F•,t) by each element is

In the analysis to follow, we assume the element errors are uncorrelated from element to element.
This appears to be a reasonable assumption for the error sources mentioned above. 1 Given this
assumption, the desired power density and potentiald noise power at the focal point of the heatter arc

P/=Z£{I E(r.Oi12 2)...N2E2 (4)

and

In equations (4) and (5) we i"ave approximated the I/Hr - •ll2 spreading loss to be thle same for
each element, thus omitting the common 1/(4rtR 2) factors from (4) and (5). In addition. l()

SOne possible exceotion is the timing circuitry. Timing errors due to system clock jitter would correbicatecro.•,

all of thc heater clements. T/his is discussed in mnore detail at a later point in the pape.

AM9



simplify the analysis, we assume that E, is generated such that the magnitude of the g(j&)En are

equal (lg(A,)El = E). Combining (4) and (5) gives the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the power
density at the focal point of the heater

NIEI2

SNR = N = N SNRe, (6)2o4

where SNRe is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of each individual heater element.

In order to relate the SNR at the focus of the array to resulting irregularities in the patch breakdown
location, we will cunsider the effects of deviations from the desired power density profile on
breakdown location. Figure 7 illustrates a representative power density profile in one dimension
with the corresponding plasma electron density after breakdown. In the region of breakdown, the
power density is approximated by

10 1og04P) = az + P, (7)

where z is the altitude from the heater array. Using (7), a small deviation in power, AP, will rtsuht

i- .-, .'.itade offset, Az; representing the difference between the desired location, at which the
p.,:,,,e ae.esity reaches the critical breakdown level, Pc, an6 the actual location of the critical powei
density,

Az = MlQog 1o(1+,-.) (8)
a P

A linear approximation in (8) gives

a ln(lO) PC

If the r,,(t) 's air independent random processes, the central limit theorem implies that &T is a non-
central chi-squared randtom variable, with mean and variance derived from (9)

w(10)
aln(l0) Pc

[_Jo _24o9{l +:ql 1-Z -2) SNRCK 11A'' hai(~ F, 21_c a In(_~ l:

In (10) and (11), (12 represents the variance In the ,ombined field error at the breakdown altitude,
due Ito all elements and SNRc is the signal to noise ratio at the breakdown point. SNR, will be lcss
than at the focus, because defocussing of the elements causes the expected field intensity to be
reduced, while the sum of independent element zrrors is not affected by the phase difference
between elements. Combining equations (6). (10), and (11) gives the variance in the emir
between the averagc breakdown location, zc, and the actual locaiion. zc + Az,

10
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Figure 7. Illustration of the Breakdown Dependence Upon Power Density Perturbations

20 (12)

a In( O)W[N SNRe

where ý is the relative, amount of focus (ic. PclPf).

In order to use (12) as the basis for evaluating the impact of potential heater array errors on patch
location, each of the error sources to be evaluated must be tiedto an equivalent additive noise error.
:or small scale errors, the three potential sources of error can be related to SNR, as shown in

Table 2. In Table 2, "%t) corresponds to the relative amplitude distortion (i.e. 100 ois tile percent

nus distortion) and Vt) is the absolute phase error.

Table 2. Equivalent Additive Element Noise 4 SNRe's for Three Classes of Error--)

Additive Noise Amplitude Distortion - Phase Error

"Trwh NRlys have be:n derived by aasurning that 1) the aaplitiudc aim wttiom pItdtcs an electric field intcnt:ay
Wrin each elemeat of EN(I + tj), wh.co •C, is a xcr mean etror ••i E, iWOWdcs the clement phaing anti 2) the

phas•e error ioduccs an element fi.id intensity E^exp(12/2) + I, pje . -cx-o.&2)). whcre the lit ter il ,. the
avceage value and the second Is the rar.down zelo-rncan jenufration about the aver ge. In each case. tlh f•ls- and
seo(md terms arc wrim.ed •,er -all Iemenu-2 and the mean and variance calculated. live ratio of the sqrtacd nw-an wt
Iaw vauaet c forms t1ek rculung .&VR. divttkng this by the: Aumbcr of dt-lTCUlL.- gives OhW quivaltIA SNRV•Re
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2.3.2 Sensitivity Trade-offs

In this section we combine the results of Table 2 with equation (12) to obtain a family of trade-off
curves that indicate the expected rms AIM location errr as a function of the error contributions of
the four classes of error sources. For a given error budget assigned to each contributing factor, the
total rms error can be found by

An A2 & (13)

where 02. is the error variation due to factor i. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the breakdown
location error on the element signal-to-noise ratio for three different power denmity gradients.
Expressing the noise levels for n(t) and 1(t) in dB relative to the unperturbed waveform, the impact
of these perturbations on Az can be assessed directly from Figure 8. Figure 9 gives the sensitivity

-)f A. Lo the phase error, Vt).

Table 3 provides an assessment of the achievable performance levels using currently available
technology. These numbers have been obtained from vendor specification data sheets and in-
house experience with mlated hardware. The cumulative rms error from all factors in Table 3
provide a rms dev.,tion in breakdown altitude of no more than .36 meters, This correspo'nds to a
rrs dev~art.n across the AINi patch of less than .06 wavelengths for a ;0 Mhz radar frequency.

10- -t---

S•Po•v Demity Gradient

0.01

a 300 rt/d1,_

00-000 NO .

OOSOto 2D 3P s1 o

ýSNRC (dB)

Figure 8. Sensitivity of breakdown Location to Heater Element Sigitl-to-Noise Ratio
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0

Power Density Gradient

0.01 • "300m....• •-
'I 500 m/dB

I 1,0W m/dB ............

0.001 ' " "l ' '' "I ' ' " l ' "

0.01 0.1 1 10 10X

Element Phase Error, oV (degrees)

Figure 9. Sensitivity of Breakdown Location to Heater Element Phase Errors

Table 3. Impact of Achievable Heater Element Performance Factors on AIM Breakdown

Error Factor Achievable l'erformance Equivalent SNRe Az rmst

Quantization Noise 10 to 12 bits 60 dB 01 i 5

~ I bit 63dW .0l3in

System Clock Jitter N/A/
~_ @ 350 Mhz

Power Amplifier DistorIion <7 0d01TD1 @S 3Mhiz 40 dB <. 17 in

-hase Deviations < F nus .>- 35 ..

2.4 AIM Variations Due to Finite Step hieater Scanning

In the following discussion, we address the issue of AIM irregularities due to the heater's finite
step beam nrtion in the direction1 of the AIM inclination. Figure 10 illustrates the step sc ;aning of
(the heater beam along a short segment of the AIM contour. In this figure, the heater d(wells for a
given time, r seconds, and then steps the focal point a third of a beatnwidth in the cross beam
direction and a corresponding distance in the bore-sight direction. This dwell and step process is
repeated for the extent of the AIM. As 'igure 10 shows, while the desired constant electron
density contour is a line inclined at 4 5 *, the actual contour due to the quantization of the ibam step
has a nipple that oscillates about the desired contour. "his irregularity in the AIM will produce a

Assumcs brWakdown power t% I d.i bek)w the focus, m 1/2.
2 Sy.amin clock jitter will affect aU ckmwat unifomily and will Otewcore esult in a utning eforn. NOt tal 1 x)V,.t
density perturbation.
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corresponding ripple in the phase front of the refracted radar wave. The extent of wavefront ripple
will depend both upon the magnitude of the contour ripple, as well as the depth of the plasma
density. A deeper plasma provides more refraction and correspondingly more smoothing of the
AIM irregularity, thus less phase front distortion.

65670.

65660 3 Steps pei 3dB Beainwidth

65M-Contant Electrn a

Beam ,.

65640- Pattern Z /

65620 D - ... ,

300 310 320 330 340 350

Horizontal Extent (m)

Figure 10. Illustradon of Heater Step Scanning

The objective of this section is to quantify the magnitude of these contour fluctuations and
dctennine what beam step sizes are required for acceptable radar performance. These irregularitics
are studied both from a theoretical perspective, as well as from a straight-forward numerical
simulation of the heater step scanning and consequent ionization along the desired constant electron
density contour. Quantitative results are provided for the analytic derivations and compared to
electron density irregularities produced by the numerical simulation. These results indicate that,
within the nonWinal paranmter regime for the current AIM conceptual design,

I) the magnitude of electron denity irregularities falls off rapidly for paint step sizes less
than 1/2 beam width ania
2) a 1/4 bewn step size produces a dcnsity fluctuation with ittgnitude less that .I% of thc
average and a corresponding location fluctuation less than .1 .in

The next section presents a derivation of the analytic relationships. rhcse relationships are Ohwn
used in Section 2.4.1 to derive trade-off expresskns for a specific heater beam example. Section
2.4.2 uses this result to present a quantitative trade-off between beam step size and resulting
density fluctuations. In addition, Section 2.4.2 compares the thcorctical results with a numeric
simulation of a stopped heater beam and associated ionization.
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2.4.1 Analysis Of Stepped Beam Induced Density Fluctuations

In the following discussion, the heater array is assumed to be centered at (x,z) = (0,0) and is
painting a patch by stepping the beam focus from (- DJ/2, zf- rDJ/2) to (DJ/2, zf, )0.,/2). As
Figure I I illustrates, each step moves the beam uniformly in x and z, (&, &) = (A, YA).

The power density of the heater1 can be described at the nth beam step by

P,(x,z) = Pf g(x-nA,z-nA , (14)

where g(x,z) is the heater beam relative gain pattern (g(O, zf) = 1) in the (x, z) coordinates and Pf is

the heater power density at the focus. For a step size A = N" the cumulative energy per square

meter is found by summing the contribution of each beam dwell at (x, z)

NI?
SPx,z)= P, g(x-nA,,z-,nAv r. (15)

n = .NW2

To simplify the following analysis, we assume that g(x, z) in the region of the focus is a function
of a weighted distance between the point (x, z) and the focal point (0, zj),

g(x, z) = g(ax2 + b(z- -Z&), (16)

where a and b determine the focal spread along the x and z axes respectively (ie. the beamwidth
and width of focus respectively).

While this form is not completely general, it does allow for a wide class of beam patterns, such as
exp,•.,k) )kd in the ,al region of th. beam, whert; d =.f- + -1a- z1)2  For

pattcrn satisfying (16). we call show thit

Ax -naZ -10.ý =8 - + ( + :A}mi) (17)g•"•' " 1=, a+ +(.+ ) a +t•i f j•

and, for a contour in the (x. x) plane defined by (z- z/) + +%. we have

R+ (a + b74) ).)
a +by1 a+br'

In this analysis we have ignored the effects or self absocption on the heater wave. White this is an ihnit)rnt
phenomeion during the the ratch creation pmccmi (leading to the self-limiting nature of the peak ew,,tw-i dcnsity ).
the effect on the fluctuation appears to be onc' of limiting the electron density to sotme nuxwrm. "hnr witi lcad to
fluituatim in rxactice that arc less than those iredicted here.
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jA_ 4 focal point after 1 scan step

Initial focal point I ',

Figure 11. Geometry of Beam Scanning Effects Study

If we now define

h(u;l - +(a+b+W)u2)U (19)

the energy flux per square meter along the contour can be approximated by

Oxz) - lo. nA x by

=roiU-X. by utA)0du
a+b9

=ro'f o uX -Ž 21- C) expb-2f. u•)du (20)

f + W41 Jlm . 4

rI' O W(NIA; jru..t + j2jri
,A A a + br
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In Equation (20) H(f; C) is the Fourier transform of h(u; 4) in the u variable,

H(f; ) = J h(u; ) exp(-j2 #u) du. (21)

Equation (20) shows that the energy flux along contours parallel to the AIM surface consists of an
average flux, -rPo H(O; 4), and a fluctuation with period equal to the beam step size. The Fourier
coefficients of the fluctuation are given by the Fourier transform of the beam pattern at frequencies
11
1_ For beam patterns and step sizes of interest to us, the majority of fluctuation is contained in the

first harmonicf. = I/A From (20), the first harmonic ripple relative to the average is

2H(1/1,; (22)

H(O; 0

While the energy flux represented by Equation (20) is related to the ionization rate and consequent
electron density, the relationship is highly nonlinear and therefore (20) only gives a sense of how
the resulting density irregularities will depend upon the heater step size. Derivation of a more
accurate relationship follows.

The electron ionization rate has been shown to have the following dependence on heater power
density

vne~xly9(P/c~l3~~ex[ 4.16V 'CP I+ )(I -G(PIPJ))
v..e: =9x1-9 N(,/,< (,I + i .W2-) e .,xp, W, 2 <, ,.,.

(23)

G (P/Pe) = 337 x 10-4 exp [7.9 P7'r773.

where N is the ambient neutral density. Pc is the critical power density requitW'd for breakdown.
where the ionization equals reattachment (ie. (I - G(1)) = 0). Along the 4 contour the power
density is given by PO h(u. 4). therefore the ionization rate at location x, 4' during the mith beam

dwell can be written as a function of-P h(u;
PC

VA(x; .n) = v n -x -+d; . (24)

Since the buildup of electron density in the reginue of interest for AIM Is of the ca.cade type, It Is

describcd by an explxential function of Jv,(0dl. Using (24) for the ionization rate during the nth

beam dwell and letting Na,(x, 4) denote the ambient electron density, the electron density after the
coilplctc heater scan is

17



N.(x; ) = Na(X; 4) is{Y v(P-A{nA X by ) r
S-NJ2 PCa+

- NA 0.4 VO 6 j 2VA,,/ (2n, + (2))5)

- Na(x; ) exp(V(4; (1 +r 2(,n/A; ,cos (2 ,-x 0,4
6ui

where

W/(, f) .-14U P(- )d (26)

The steps for deriving (25) are analogous to Equation (20). Equation (25) shows that the electron
density along contours parallel to the AIM surface will exhibit fluctuations due to heater beam step
scanning. These fluctuations have a period equal to the beam step size, 4, with a relativ: first
harmonic fluctuation magnitude proportional to the beam dwell time and the value of the Fourier
transform in (26) atfj IlA. If we let the average electron density on contour • be defined as

Nea = No(x; C) ex( VO; )) (27)

the relative fluctuation in the first harmonic is

= z2vlIA; 6 (28)
:d Nt.aoe 2VI )I

= b{NV1X4 d) 2 o v 6/C
Equation (28) corresponds to the ratio of the peak electron density fluctuation along the dcsired
constant den-ity contour to the average density. In order to quantify (28). we must specify a heatcr

earn pattern, g(ax2 + b(z.zj)2), an ionization rate vi(P), and then evaluate the Fourier transforn in
Equation (26). While this process does not explicitly account for the change in beam pattern due to
absoptioai. it does quantify tie density variation during pro-clamping stages of ionization.

2.4.2 An Illustrative Example
In the following discussion we use the results in Section 2.4.1 with a specific heater beam pattern
to develop explicit relationships for Equations (22) and (28). For the purpose of illustration wc
j'.sunw a Gaussian beam pattern in the focal region of the heater. For a 3 d8 half-width of O' and
R. in the x and z dirctions rspectively. the heater bean pattern is expressd as

18



Using C16) and (29) to identify the appropriate expressions for a and b, (29) can be written in the
same form as (16); hence, equation (19) gives

h =u ex~ 1 4 ex~ (B?' + yB)U1(0
hB,; + jB? B . u (3B

Thc Fourier transform of (30) in the u variable may be performed analy-ically, producing

Substituting (31I) into (22) 4nd simplifying gives the relative energy fluctuation along the AIM
surface contour

H B2 (1/A; =2 ex _X (1) 2) (32)
B(0 +) y2B) 8? - ( B~ +

Figure 12 shows a plot of 6•- as a function of--•-, the number of heater scanning insremenrs per

hcariwidth. Although this plot is for specific paramveter values, BD = 36 in and Bz = 2,700I m, the
results are widely applicable across the potential operational regime of the AIM heater, since. for

2H/A <<2 BJ2B

S2 (32)

As Figure 12 illustrates, the fluctuation in i2iization energy aloug a constant density iceentsp

h!cunmes extremely small, for even moderate beam overlaprping ;for cmple, with only 2
incr-cmnts per beamwidth the fluctuation in energy is 59 dB below the avcrage energy. As will ti
Secn below. thhc low energy fluctuations translate into correstodingly low electron densiq
fluc-uations.

In orrlr to obtain a closed form expression for the ioniration rate and rcsulting electron deniliuv. ie

will approxinmtc the ionization rate by a Kjt order polynmia 1i,•. Substituting (30) into (33.

defining ' such that P = P. ( ,f ÷ + ). and usmg the pgyn.nnial approqimatiun.

S,,N,, A,.,a
-- ," •"i , t)(,}. (tr,))

k-" k l A41 III B + ' 8,2
19 .(. r s ,) U
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Figure 12. Fluctuation in Energy Flux Versus Scanning Incre•nte

Substituting equation (34) into (26 and performing the iniogration. gives the following Fourer
tnlisform Uf V

N (f; 0 N o A z B,2 _2)

2arz (35)

ap- +-rk14Lf

Flnally, using (35) to cvaluatc (28).

k 14) jj2l 16

A& was indicated abom'.. ovcr the paramcter rcgime, rcelvant to AIM, 8. << 8; thcreforc. 030,)
niy be app=,ktn•ted by
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,= 4Ne~ae k=I fF B,2 U "J 14 4f) A)I

Given a K order polynomial approximation for the ionization rate, Equation (37) gives the relative
electron density fluctuation along the desired constant density contour located C meters from the
heater focus z". As (37) demonstrates, the fluctuation is a function of the heater focus dimensions,
B. and Biz, the i-vs~ar.ce from the focus to the altitude where ionization begins, C , and the heater
step size, A. The next secti,.a wil! quantify these fluctuations for a typical set of AIM parameters.

2.4.3 Quantitative Results

A numerical simulation has been performed foi 3 spcific set of heater beam parameters. The
simulation uses the one dimensional breakdown mode!, as defined in line I of Equation (25), for a
fixed value of 4 over a range of x encompassing the patch. Figure 13 shows the results of this
simulation over a short segment of the patch for the following heater beam parameters given in
Table 4.

The fluctuation level measured for this simulation is compared to the analytic predictions derived in
tix: previous section. In order to quantify Equation (38), a 12#1 order polynom ia approximation to

Table 4. Heater Beam Parameters

"I'tcus alitude: " "2,0W I
"eiater sp width at focus: 'I] 1 11iTF-Zltc+r- spt Ocd- ýýih-4(in altitO 0:i -)B. .. -5-0Yii-

AIfro focus- I~i~
Uinan4e fom cu w cr iont * (III

_U.I IerstpsjFim:~A_____

itne .o step itwgh one K--beonawtit h. 55

was derved by selecting polynomial coefficients to mimmize the itian-square errur. ovr

thc po)wvr dcnsity range of interes.. FHigurc 14 c pares the the resulting appro.tintilon wth ihe

actual curve for liquation (25) over the range .1 to 10. This inclucN the range (f !-' 0 valths

along thee contour. for which significant ionir'ation occurs. Using the resulting coefficients atn
sMt Itiluling ih.- rcevant heater parameters into (37) provi.d.s a quantitative expression for trading
off the heater step size against tie resulting trvel of ekctmon density fluctuation. This relatiVe
fluctuation can be tw,.slated into a cotimr.oing Ioation penurlatituL When the fluctuatixns are

dwwtcr fm hihcr fruo-w.*y, ;hr Mr !z conft..-ruxim
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small scale, perturbations art approximately linear. Therefore, the location perturbation is related
to the density gradient by

= " Ntavt (38)

For a linear gradient with depth D, (38) is bounded by 8z < D 8N,. Figure 15 shows the
quantitative tradeoff between the heater's scanning step size and the resulting electron density
fluctuation and corresponding altitude fluctuation for the heater parameters given above. As this
plot indicates, the density fluctuation drops dramatically as the scan step size decreases below thu

half beamwidth size. For a 1 beam ir'rnent, density fluctuations are less than .1%, with
corresponding location errors less than . meter.

5.O R10[]0 Paini •l mem ems~n per

4.00 xIF*73dB Beamwiulh
3.000 110*7

2 .0 0 0 Rl 0. . .2

300 320 340 360 380 4Wc

1.010 'tlJ /10t IWOO .1&7"" • • •,

"3
"= 9.9w 1 100. 3.5

9.3 Ila",_ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ 4

S300 320 340 360 390 400

.2 9.9761lO0

V.9?2 aWV v

9.9" 100

Ho.ihizal Dimension (m)

Figure 13. Nuncuical Simulation Of Elcctrun Density Hluciuatkms Duc to Step Scarning
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3.0 AIM Propagation Effects

3.1 Background

We begirn our discussion of the radar system performance with a brief derivation of a radar range
equation appropriate for AIM detection analysis. The AIM geometry differs fi'om that of a
traditional radar by the introduction of the reflecting layer in the propagation path. This layer
intercepts the radar beam and refracts the intercepted wave toward the direction of the target.
Accounting for the reflecting area, losses during the reflection process, and the two phases of
spreading loss (pre- & post-reflection) make up the major difference between an AIM range
equation and a line-of-sight, monostatic radar.

The relevant radar system and patch geometry parameters are defined as follows:

Radar System:-- ,.'.:. :ds sc0 dy2 dx,

Pt = average transmitted power e
P, = average received power
G, = transmit antenna gain- - R
Ar = receive apertue 2
f = RF frequency (X = wavelength)
B = signal bandwidth

Os = angle of surveillance coverage
Ts = scan time
Td = TO /10s (dwell time) i
L., = radar system losses
/"' = total effective noise temperature

(including atmospheric noise) A

a, = target cross section

AIM Geometry/Losses: I

h = AIM altitude
R = range from the AIM to taroct
0 = incident angle at the AIM z

4, = azimuthal disperskm off the AIM

A, o elevation dispersion off the AIM 1 ÷

w = AIM width
I = AIM lengdi
Lp = AIM o(e-way ahsorption &
y, = one-way Faraday rotation Ph, / PM

Figure 16. AIM C(omctr" Parimetci.
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The appropriate expression for received power can be best understood by applying the Fresnel-
Kirchhoff diffraction integral across the transmitting aperture to calculate the field at the patch and
then across the patch to calculate field reflected through the patch to a target at a distance R from the
patch in direction of the reflection angle 0 (see Figure 16)[10, 111. Assuming a constant
illumination across the antenna, the resulting integration can be expressed as

- F(P) = exp(-jk(Rt + R2)) 2  ds2dsp, (39)
JJ A2RtR 2
Sp Sx

where

R = h+x2tanO- tan20 +(x2 1)2+ & (40)

R2 - R - x2tanfO - 1__ + X- + A (41)2R 2hI2'

dsx =dxldyl, and dsp = sec~dx2dy2 . The approximate path lengths in (40) and (41) are used to
approximate the relative phase delays (Fresnel approximation), while retention of the first term is
adequate for accounting for the 1IR spreading loss. Substitution of (40) and (41) into (39) gives

Si~~~F(P)I =f ,-Y._ e1~X~.• Y2 11:2}

A, hR.
SOS. (42)

+ (ij +_2RI I n2e) + (Y- +ýI s 2 ds ds4.
2h 2h2R2h 91"

Squiaring (42) and multiplying by the transmit power density at the antenna gives the power density
iat the target. UWing the principle of mciprocity, the reflected power from the target can be
Sc..culated analogously, where the recive aperture is used in place of the transmitt aperture.

SThe quadratic terTyis in the phase expression of Equation (42) divide the (w. 1. 0. It, R) parameter

space into numerous iregions. depending upon the relevance of the different quadratic phases to the

-i'tceral, In general if the quadratic term. x.hR/2A(h + R) < 1. then thatt term can be omitted fronm
the pI'ise a rgument. C•msideratimi of the relcvant range of values for (w, 1. 0. h. R), lcads to the
:iovi.idcration od 4 parnmeter reginfes:
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Cl: (l/2 cOs2(h + R) <.1 (w/2)Nh + R) < .1 C2: (lI2)2cos20h + R) > .1 (w/2)(h + R) < .1

2AhR 2AAR 2AAR 2XhR

C3: (1/2cos2O(h + R) < .1 (w/2)(h + R) > .1 C4: (I/2) 2cos2 h + R) > .3 (w/2)2(h + R) >.I
2)JR 2AJR 2AiR 2•,hR

These cases correspond to the radar antenna being in the Fresnel region (case 4), far-field (case 1),
or some combination thereof (cases 2 and 3), relative to the AIM. For example, a 50 MHz radar,
with an AIM created at 70km and a target at 1000 kmi, will come into the Fresnel region when I
exceeds 790 m and w exceeds 560 m. These cases are important, because they determine the
appropriate form for the field intensity range equation, as follows:

Cl: IF(P)l a- • C2: I F(P) I a IcO

,•h + R) 1 V2 AhR(h + R)

Ax~w Axwlcos6
C3: IF(P)I a _ _ _ C4: IF(P)I aA 2hR

T1,3/2" hR(h + R) A, 2 hR

In order to achieve the azimuth and elevation beam spreading consistent with the desired coverage
(1.5' to 30 and 15' respectively), the AIM surface profile will be slightly curved. This curvature
will cause different portions of the patch to reflect along different azimuth-elevation directions,
filling in the entire azimuth-elevation beam. For the purposes of system performance analysis, the
propagation can be modelled by assuming that the AIM and radar antenna are both in the far-field
with respect to each other (case 4). The resulting model can be partitioned into the four segments
of the radar wave's propagation to and back from the target. These four segments are transmitter-
to-patch, patch-to-target, target-to-patch, and patch-to-receiver. Each corresponding component of
the range equation accounts for the spreading loss, absorption, beam dispersion, and relevant cross
sections along the related propagation path. The power density at the end of each segment is
summarized by

P t4r . t4_R1 I 14--- I1 . *A, L,. (43)

°_U)- tI• -o- .Ut-U)- c I IVV p'ch Kviv,
patch 21:gel pih

In (43) the cffective AIM reflecting apenure and gain, AP and Gp respectively, are given by

Ap, = L. w I cos(O) (44)

and

S(45)
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For a coherent dwell and receiver noise given by kT, the signal-to-noise ratio at the radar is

SNR = Pr T (46)
kT

Substituting equation (43) into (46) and combining terms gives

SNR = PG A, G- Or Ar Ls Tdl (47)
[...(47rf h4 R4 kT

Equation (43) assumes that any losses due to Faraday rotation during the wave's transit is
negligible (i.e. yp << 1). However, in the case of clutter backscatter (particularly sea clutter), even
small amounts of rotation can result in significant increases in clutter returns. This is due to the
large differences between horizontal and vertical clutter cross sections (ojhh & q, ). Typical ratios

of avv are on the order of 20 dB or more. Taking these cross sections into account, the signal-to-
(rhh

clutter ratio (prior to clutter cancellation) for a horizontal transmit and horizontal receive
configuration in sea clutter is given by

SCR = coso (48)

where B is the radar waveform bandwidth, c is the speed of light, and V is the grazing angle at the
surface. As will be discussed below, the small, predictable amount of polarization rotation
imposed by the plasma layer allows an AIM system to exploit the large difference between
horizontal and vertical backscatter.

3.2 Absorption and Dispersion Losses

3.2.1 Absorption

The absorption of the radar wave during reflection has a major influence on the design and
performance of the radar system, and the need to create patches with low absorption strongly
affects the design of the heater system. The absorption of a patch is determnined by the electron-
neutral collisinn frequency v., and the distance which a ray travels within the plasma. This
distance, in turn, is determined by tie radar frequ•tcy •ad the electroi density profile.

S'An intuitive appreciation of the importance of these factors in determining absorption may be
gained by examining an analytic result for the power absorption in decibels of a patch whose
-.:ama dencsity varies linearly with distance into the patch. until c, = wo (plasma frequency equals
the radar frequency) at a dcpth DI,

LP k ei-i(D)( COS 3 (0)) (49)

1 A dcrivatim of this rcsult can bc found in•P 21.
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For typical AIM geometries, the angle of incidence (0)will be 35-45*. Although a linear plasma
density variation is not typical of those expected to be produced by AIM heaters, this expression is
useful for the qualitative insight it provides. Since 0 is fixed by the geometry, the absorption is
determined by D/A and vl,/ if their product is small, the overall absorption will be small. For a
given radar RF, the minimum value of v,/oI is determined by the ambient collision frequency, and
D/A is determined by the focusing capabilities of the heater system.

Immediately after the patch is created, the electron-neutral collision frequency vm is very high. The
electrons in the patch rapidly (on the order of 1 Is) transfer their energy to the neutral atmosphere,
and the collision frequency returns to its ambient value. The ambient value, which is the lowest
possible collision frequency at a given altitude, is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Ambient Ucctron-Ncutral Collision Frequcncies

_The ambient collision frequencies shown in Figure 17 represent an important restriction on the
altitude of the patch for practical AIM systems. For example, if we require that v,,.,(o bc less than
1. w1,e can see that a 50 Mthz radar systeAn is restricted to patch altitudes above 60 kilcmetcers.

Thc time required for the patch to cool after formation also varies with altitude. Figure 18 below
shows, as a function of altitude, the time required for the electrons to cool (v" is within a factor of
2 of its amnbient value). Because the fractional imfizaitim is very low. the cooling does not result in
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any significant change in the neutral temperature. Note that in terms of the ussble lifetime of a
patch, which is expected to be of the order of. 1 - I s, the cc )ling times are quite short.

In addition to the heating effects during ionikation, the cooled plasma may be reheated by the radar
wave if its power density is high enough. Since, the time required for reheating is of the order of I
ps and decreases at higher powers, the use of short radar pulses to avoid this effect is limited.
Figure 19 shows the ratio of vm after heating to the ambient value for a 50 MHz radar and a patch

- altitude of 70 kilometers.

Radar patch heating establishes an upper limit on the power density which the radar system places
on the patch. As the radar power density exceeds the threshold level for heating (about 0.1 W/11 2

in the example above), the relationship between incident and reflected power becomes nonlinear.
At some point, a maximum reflection is reached, where additional power input causes additional
absorption sufficient to cancel the power increase. Above this, additional incident power actually
causes the reflected power to decrease. This limiting effect is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 18. Cooling Titm Variatioms with Altitude
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3.2.2 Dispersion Loss

Random errors during the patch formation process may result in patches which have small-scale
departures from the desired shape. The causes of these errors and their expected magnitude have
been discussed in Section 2. In this section, we examine the impact of heater beam randoml
positional errors on the radar system.

In order to assess the impact of errors on the ultimate performance of the AIM radar system, we
first derive the relationship between rms patch irregularity and the resulting reduction in effective
patch gain. Figure 20 illustrates the relevant two dimensional geometry and associated parameters
for the AIM cloud.

.N!!:.."L +

x

Figure 21. AIM Cloud Geoeutry

Uing the ray path model indicated in Figure 21. the direction of the cxitiag ray,, jJx, z) is related
to the spatial phase gradieat. VO(x. :). of the propagating wave by

/U(x, Z) = -VýOx, Z). (50)
k
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where k = 2x/', is the wave number and (x, z) is the relative phase of the wavefront at location
(x, z). The unit vector in (50), which is locally orthogonal to the surface of constant phase, is
given by the direction of the ray leaving the plasma,

n(x, z) = "sin(2 + 94(x, z)) 1 (51)

"cos(2 C+ 8C(x, z))

At any given point in time, the relative phase of the exiting wave at the plasma surface can be found
by integrating the phase gradient projected along the direction parallel to the plasma surface. In
terms of the parameters indicated in Figure 21, the relative phase along the AIM surface is

€(1) =�- 1sin(), £cos(C))

4 k cos + 8u sin(C), u cos(o)) du (52)

Oo- k (I- 4) cos(C) + k sin( O/ 60(u sin(o, u cos(O) du .

where

I = the distance along the AIM surface (in the plane of inclination),

and Lp = the distance from the point of entry to the point of exit, for the unperturbed plasma.

6i(x, z) = the direction error of the exiting wavcfront at (x, z).

For a linear plasma profile, D. Mosher 1131 has shown that

4 = 4D cot(O 03)

where D is the patch depth (distance from the ambient electron density to a plasma frequency equal
to the radar frequency). In the case of the linear electron density profile, Mosher also shows that
the direction of the exiting wave front is related to the positiomat -. rturbations of the AIM profile
by

641 $in((), co(f 4)) LA L-tQ.ci.4 (!14)

where e~t) is the position perturbation relative to the ideal AIM profile, orthogonal to the AIM

surface. For the purposes of omr analysis, we assume that c position crrors arc on thc sane onct
as A.% thus the approximation c() = &,(t.

The reduction in effective gain from the AIM surface due to the wave fromt perturbations is given
by the integration of the electric field at the phasna surface, which can be reduced to
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J 2
l exk'O~t) -jk(Lt- t)cos(o) dt (55)

(L - p,

where L is the length of the AIM surface, the phase term is compensated relative to the far-field
: =path length in the direction of the maximum gain, and integration is performed over the extent of

the AIM surface associated with an exiting wave front. Substituting equation (52) into (55) and
simplifying gives

1(O (xk'MA) di (56)
(L -1Y

where

MP) = k, sin(O,. ,u si,,(4, u cos(o) du . (57)

Sitce La(1) is a function of Az(t) and A: has been modelled as a random perturbation, LA(•) is hest
characterized through its statistical moments. The first order moment is found by taking the
expe,,c I value as follows:

(L.O)Z/fVexpoj6u) - j~))dudv
'I. (5X)
t

(L- LY IJ

whcrc

. _ I) - IRL-t) Rf(u - v,) + dr.
D" 2D- co f(4 I

In (59), R•< t) is thc autocormlation function of 4(l). or in our casc cif A(.).
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Therefore, given a statistical model for the AIM positional errors, the impact of these errors can be
related to a corresponding reduction in we unperturbed patch gain. This loss in gain can
subsequently be expressed in terms of its impact on the overall radar detection performance. In
order to quantify the loss, we assume an exponential autocorrelation for E(L),

R~)= VC(I+ ?)4E())
= or,2 exiA-.6q#LJ1, (60)

where at2 is the rms location error and Le is the 50% correlation distance. Equations (60) and (59)
can be substituted into (58) and integrated numerically to determine the loss in patch gain as a
function of the magnitude and correlation length of patch roughness.

In order to assess the overall impact of AIM related losses on the radar performance, the dispersion
factor, (58), and absorption factor, (49), are multiplied to obtain a combined one-way AIM loss
factor. In considering the two components of this combined loss, we see that as the patch depth,
D, is increased the dispersion loss decreases (due to increased averaging), while the absorption
loss increases. This phenomenon introduces a trade-off between the two competing loss
mechanisms, resulting n an optimal AIM density gradient for a given set of heater/radar design
parameters. In comparing Figure 9 with Figure 15 it is apparent that a heater step size of 1/4
beamwidth will provide sufficient AIM smoothness, so that the limiting factor determining beam
dispersion will be the heater control errors shown in Figure 15. Figure 22 illustrates the loss trade-
off between absorption and beam dispersion as a function of patch depth. In this figure the
electron density profile is a assumed to be linear with altitude and the patch depth is neziati-dl aN
the distance from the ambient density to the plasma density corresponding to the critical dcni.ity (le..
co = o)
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Figure 22. "rypical Tradc-off For AIM lmosc vi Dcpth of AIM, Cloud
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3.3 AIM Lifetime and Wind Effects

3.3.1 AIM Lifetime

"1 lie time of utility of the AIM cloud is controlled by two physics considerations. The first of these
is the cooling rate of the electrons following formation of the cloud. The reason for this is that the
fractional absorption of the radar signal is high for energetic electron distributions such as requircd
for the formation of AIM clouds. Following the ionizing heater pulse the electron distribution
relaxes in energy by first exciting optical lines and subsequently vibrational and rotational levels of
N2. Cooling rate estimates are of the order of 10-5 sec and are consiktent with laboratory
experiments [ 141. Further analysis of the cooling processes is planned using the Fokker-Planck
code. The useful life of the AIM cloud starts following the electron relaxation, since at this point
the fractional absorption of the radar signal is minimized.

The end of the AIM cloud useful lifetime (the second physics consideration) is controlled by either
local density decay processes or by non-local transport process. For the range of altitudes under
consideration (60-80 kin) the dominant transport process is related to neutral winds. Electron
diffusion is extremely weak since it is ambipolar. Therefore, lifetime estimation has concentrated
on the local decay processes due to their shorter time scale. Previous work on the subjemt
SLombardini. 1171 and Gurevich, 1161) identified the three-body attachment process as the cause
of the electron density decay of the electron distribution after it has relaxed in energy, which
inolvcs two 02 molecules and one electron. The time scale for this process is

t .qN oI, s, (61)

where No, is the neutral density of 02 molecules (#/cm 2). Therefore. depending on altitude, it is
of the order of .01-I sec. During a review of the literature, it was noted that in several lhboratoty
cxtperiments, both in the US and USSR. in which the decay of plasma due to loca! prtxocses %- as
,3bsurved 117 - 211 the plasma lifetime was umch longer than expected by the value of ta given
.diove. Flurthermore the lifetime scaled with the square of tile plasnma density square, indicating
rcomnbination a,,s a dominiant cffect. Finally the lifetime had % dependence on the energy expenj:d
in producing the aischarge. All of the above indicate that detachment due to the intermcion of
excited N2 and 0,2 molecules with 0 was balancing thrc body attachment. This resultcd in
recombinatioin becoming the dwmiinant plasna loss process. For this to occur sufficient energy
should be pumped and stored in vibrational N2,. thereby accounting for the dependence of the
plasma lifctinw on the energy expended. In this case the decay tire will he given by either
rccombination or decay of the vibrational states of 02 which are substantially longer (tens of

S~ seconds).

33.2 Wind Effects

-Bcauwc the AIM radar system relies on Dappler pr•oessing for clutter rejection. the frcquency%
dtmain effccts of the retlection procerss are important. Three major causes of frequency-doinain
tmodification. have been identified: patch motion, wind shear, and turbulence. It is imptwtant to
note that all three of these effects a&. driven by numions of thc neutral amosphcrc: because of the
very low fractional Ionization. I0.7 or less, and the relatively high neutral density. plawia
omcillations arc expected to be very heavily damped and have negligible effect on the refleciid
Oignal.
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As soon as it is created, the ionized region will move with the neutral atmosphere in which it is
embedded. This motion will cause a doppler shift in the signal reflected from the patch, which
must be compensated by the radar signal processor. The situation is similar to that encountered in
an airborne MTI radar, and signal processing techniques for these situations are well developed. It
is not anticipated that motion of the patch as a whole, regardless of the wind speed, will degrade
the performance of the system.

If a wind shear exists at the point where the patch is created, the patch will not only move, but be
altered in orientation and shape. Because vertical shear is generally much more severe than
horizontal shear, it is expected to be the dominant source of shear-induced doppler effects. The
vertical extent of the patch is typically 300-600 meters; at altitudes of 70 kilometers, vertical shears
of as much as 0.05-0.07 sec-1 are known to exist. (This figure represents the 1% probability
maximum shear at Cape Canaveral, from [221.)

This worst-case situation represents a wind velocity change of 15-40 m/s over the vertical extent of
the patch, which corresponds to a rotation of 0.7-3.6 degrees per second. This will cause a change
in the direction of the reflected beam of 1.4-7.2 degrees per second. Although this has minor
effect on the pointing of the beam, it does impose a scanning modulation on the target signal given
by

af= 0.265 ýN-a, (62)(P

where cr1 is the frequency deviation of the power spectrum in Hz, , is the scanning rate in
degrees per second, and 0 is the beamwidth in degrees. The maximum frequency spread for tile
example system discussed above, for which = 12', is 0.16 tz. If the coherent integration
tinie for the radar system is less than 6 seconds, the frequency resolution of the system will be too
coarse to detect this modulation. For a radar frequcntcyf. this frequency deviation corresponds to
a velocity deviation of

o• = (63)2f"

which for our example equals 0.48 meters per scccnd. "litis is the worst-case frequeiy .*ptrc;td
due to shear for the example system; becausc it is equal to the velocity spread of a calm wca. It
wtuld have a slight effect on clutter rejcction for targets over sea. It geworal. the implct (if slhc.-r
indtwwd scanming n1odulatitm is exPcted to ti slight.

3.4 Faraday Rotafion

Delpending on the g•eographical location and orientation of the patch. the gemnagnetic field will
cause somw amxunt of Faraday rmatio~a of lhc polarization of the rcflcctcd r3dar signal. lin sottv
cases, such as a systemi viewing targct. over land. this may bc of little itmiportance. A% diwsct:kd
oi Section 3.1 scatiering characteristics of sca clutter are strogly polarization depcndent. Figur
2-B shows the ill' vertical ar'A horizontal co-Ixparization cross sections (ur,. and Oi,- rrsp••ctively)
for a nmdetate level sea state, based ulpm a widely accepted nmdcl for backcatter from the wa
1231. T'lese curves show ahh to be on the order ut 20 dB down from oa,,. Therefore, the
jrefened polarization for reducing sca clutter returns is a linear horizontal electric field. From
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Equation (48) we see that as long as the Faraday rotation can be kept to less than 10% (ie. Yp <. 1)
the horizontal backscatter will be the dominant clutter return. This assessment assumes that the
polarization separation is limited by the rotation in the AIM, rather than at the transmit and receive
channels.

In modeling Faraday rotation, it is necessary to employ a vector wave equation to determine the
change in the polarization of the incident wave. The approach selected follows that of Budden,
1241, i.e. the calculation of the i1,lection coefficient rather than the electric field vector to avoiw
singularities at the reflection point.

In this approach, a vacuum reflection coefficient matrix R is defined to be

[Ehi = R[Ej. (W4)

Where Eh, and E, are the equivalent vacuum fields at the point where R is evaluated, and the i and r
subscripts indicate incident and reflected waves. The R marix indicates the degree to which
horizontally polarized incident waves uae transfo reed into vertically polarized reflected waves. and
vertically polarized incident are transformed into horizontally polarized reflected, by Faraday

rotation, A complex matrix differential equation forR in tenmts of altitude may be derived 2221.

aR
2j-j--= w21 + W22R -Rwt I -Rw, 2R. (6)

where the W's are matrix functions of the plasma properties at that altitude and the intensity and
orientation of the magnetic field. This set of equations may be solved using any of the various

Cross section riodels aken from (231.
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approaches for ordinary differential equations; in this case, an adaptive altitude step Runge-Kutta
method was used.

Computations using typical profiles produced by simulations of the plasma formation process
show rotations of as much as 2-3 radians for the worst-case location and patch orientation. In
these cases, it may be necessary to precompensate for Faraday rotation by adjusting the
polarization of the transmitted signal. Because the amount of rotation depends only on the depth,
location, and orientation of the patch, the amount of compensation required can be computed or
determined by experiment and applied each time a patch is created. It is important to note that any
AIM radar system which scans in azimuth, and which uses polarization control to take advantage
of the difference in sea reflectivity, must already have the ability to transmit varying polarizations;
so using this capability to compensate for Faraday rotation does not add additional complexity to
the system.
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4,0 Projected Threat and AIM System Performance

4.1 The Cruise Missile Threat

In order to quantify the potential performance of an AIM based system, a specific surveillance
mission and associated threat was selected. Because of the potential use of this type of system as
an adjunct to a traditional skywave OTH radar and the importance of the mission, we have selected
the continental United States strategic defense as the candidate mission, and the corresponding
threat is a low-flying air or sub launched cruise missile. Selection of this mission and threat
presents a number of challenging problems.

First, the surveillance environment consists primarily of long-range (beyond-the-horizon) air space
over the sea. In order to provide OTH coverage, the AIM will be created at approximately 70 km
altitude, giving a down looking beam. The corresponding grazing angle will vary from 0' at the
AIM horizon (- 1100 kin) to 15" at 200 km. Therefore, as Figure 23 illustrates sea clutter
backscatter will become a lrniting factor as the target closes in range. In order to help reduce the
sea clutter, a horizontal polarization is preferred (see discussion in Section 3.4).

The second issue to be considered is the relative geometry of a low-flying target over a conducting
surface, such as the sea. As is well known, this geometry call give rise to severe multipath nulls.
An effective approach to dealing with multipath is the use of frequency diversity. As the transmit
frequency is changed, the multipath nulls move in range (with the exception of the first null at the
AIM horizon). This effect is illustrated in Figure 24, where a single frequency multipath response
is compared to the average response due to a transmit frequency that is hopped between three
frequencies: 43 MHz, 49 MHz, and 54 MHz. As these curves illustrate, the use of frequency
diversity all but eliminates the multipath nulls.

Finally, the radar cross section characteristics of a cruise missile play an important role in how well
the radar will be able to detect and maintain a track on the target. Figure. 25 shows a numerically
calculated radar cross section of a cruise missile like target. The target consists of a metallic cigar-
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Figure 25. Numerical Model for a Cruise Missile Like Target Illustrates the Advantages of Having
Positive Frequency and Polarization Control1

shaped cylinder with metal fins. The dimensions of the target approximate those of a typical cruise
missile. While the resulting cross section calculations do not exactly match those of a real cruise
missile, they do give a good indication of the relative dependence upon frequency and polarization.
As these curves indicate, resonance occurs in the 50 - 100 MHz range, with a consequent fall off
as] 4 below this region (corresponding to Rayleigh scattering). Additionally, for low grazing
angle, closing geometries there is a strong dependence on polarization, with horizontal polarization
providing from 10 to 20 dB advantage. Therefore, the positive frequency and polarization control
offered by AIM can be used to simultaneously exploit the cross section characteristics of both the
target and the sea clutter.

4.2 A Baseline System and Its Predicled Perfornwnce

Baseline hleater:
"lluis section describes the current baseline heater system and describes trade studies that have bccn
l)crfonTxd to arrive at this baseline. There arc two rather distinctive approachcs fo- simultaneously
obtaining the high ERP, achieving the positive field gradient needed for controlled breakdown, andi
contuolling the plasma cloud with sufficient precision that it may be used for the radar application:

I) a large, solid-state phased array, or
2) high-power tubes (klysuons, likely) feeding several dishes.

Takea from C. C. COa. Syracuse Rcsc.sb Coqxabioa (251.
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Our current understanding of the phenomenology and the available technology leads us to favor the
solid-state approach for the Full Scale Engineering Development system because of its greater
controllability, likely lower life cycle costs, and greater reliability. The tube approach is currently
favored for an atmospheric proof of principle demonstration because of its lower development
cost.

Based on our study of the plasma creation process and associated control requirements, formation
of an AIM that will efficiently reflect HF/VHF radar waves requires a heater with baseline design
characteristics as follows:

"• Heater frequency in the UHF band,
"" Moderate (about 10%) frequency agility,
* Effective radiated power of 156 dBW,
_ Average radiated power of 2-5 MW,
* Duty cycle of 0.1-5 %, and
1 Flexible and accurate control of the E field focus.

The current baseline concept for the heater antenna consists of a large, phased array (about 4 ki1 2)
with solid state transmit elements, each radiating at a nominal frequency of 425 MHz (Figure 26).
While the number and placement of the antenna elements is still subject to a detailed design, the
general trade-off is one of increasing the number of elements (ie. radiating aperture) in order to
reduce the required heater energy per AIM cloud. As the array area is filled, it becomes more
efficient in terms of placing radiated power at the heater focus, consequently requiring less total
radiated power.

To support the requirement for near-field focussing of the heater, each sub-panel will be digitally
calibrated and synchronized. Reference signals will be measured by receivers used to provide
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calibration for each sub-panel. Digital control and waveform synthesis will provide very accurate
synchronization of the transmit waveforms, allowing complete flexibility in synthesizing the field
distribution at the breakdown region by specifying the phase and amplitude weights for each sub-
panel.

An alternate approach would consist of an array of reflectors up to 25 meters in diameter driven by
high powered L or S band klystrons. The number of reflectors may vary from 25 to several
thousand depending on the size of the reflector, AIM requirements and output characteristics of the
klystron. The number of klystrons may vary from 10 to several hundred depending on their
output. A design for a L band klystron with 1 GW output power for a I gis pulse has been
proposed. There exists a commercially available L band klystron at 250 MW with a I g±s pulse.
This array of reflectors would be focused as the baseline concept with digital waveform synthesis
and control. The ultimate choice will be determined based on system trade-offs of AIM creation
phenomenology, performance requirements, and cos.

Baseline Radar:

The baseline AIM radar consists of a phased array aperture operating in the 30 - 60 MHz range,
with an ERP of 98 to 104 dBW. The radar will operate with a frequency-swept FM pulsed
waveform, where the pulse width is chosen to match the 540 km two-way propagation time, from
the radar to the initial range of surveillance. This will provide maximum average power,
compressed range resolution, and co-location of the trar ;mit and receive aperture. Table 5
summarizes the pertinent radar/patch parameters for 25 MHz and 50 MHz baseline designs. These
designs will provide a 3600 azimuth scan, with a 1.5* to 30 azimuth beamwidth and range coverage
of 2(W to 1000 km for a low flying target (50 m altitude). Scan update times for 3600 coverage will
be on the o"der of 1 to 4 minutes, depending upon AIM lifetimes and azimuth beam width.

Table 5. Two Baseline Radar Configurations

System Parameters HIF AIM VHF AIM
Average Power 1.2 MW 1.2 MW

Antenna!Aprtxu (Gain) 250x25_0_(37-d- TOx250m M d8__......
F|:rquency 25 MHz 50 MHz
Bhandwidth lk 1z 100kz
Effective Noise Temperature i 3,0000 K' 7K - K
System Losses 10 dl ..

Patch Parameters
Size 1.5 x 3.0 km 1.4 x 2.0 km
Altitu• - 70 km 7
1iclination .I0 6 453 40W to 450
PWpagait'n oss 4 d .one-w. 5.5 dl (one-way)
Relative PoIarGizaion (VV\/II1) -24 dB -28 dB
'ficai Dispeo 1.5 a. C ~ ~ L~a.1~

Baseline Performance:

Figure 27 indicates the expected perfomiance of the two balinc radarm shown in Table 5. using
AIM against targets at 200 - 1,000 km ranges. Thc~e curves illustrate the sensitivity of the radar
detection perfomance in a mnxlcrate level sea clutter and in noise. All AIM and system relaled
losses have been included in the analysis. The minimum detectable target is defined as the
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minimum radar cross section required for a probability of detection exceeding 90% with a false
alarm rate of 10-3 (_ 100 pre-tracking false alarms per scan). As can be seen, the VHF radar hw'ý
over 30 dB margin against the target illustrated in Figure 25.
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5.0 Summary

As the results in this paper have indicated, the operational geometry and radar characteristics of an
AIM based surveillance radar can provide system performance that is well suited to the long-range
detection and tracking of small, low-flying targets, as exemplified by the ALCM and SLCM
threats. The performance characteristics of a stand-alone AIM system are highlighted by

* 200-1200 km detection/tracking ranges (depending on target altitude),
* azimuth coverage over 3600, or any fractional sector,
* beam grazing angles of less than 10 degrees (for 65-80 km high AIM),
* good horizontal polarization control,
* operation at RFs in the HIF to low VHF (to about 90 MHz), and
* 90% detection probability of a -25 dBsm target at 1,000 km range, providing 30 dB

of margin for typical low observable threat projections at VHF.

In the case of strategic defense of the continental United States, an AIM system can provide an
important augmentation to current and planned deployment of more traditional skywave over-the-
horizon radars. AIM enhances the overall performance of these OTH radars by

• filling in the range hole that exists out to about 1000 km due to the minimum HF
hop distance,

• mitigation of auroral effects in polar directed surveillance sectors,
• sustained operation through periods of increased sunspot activity and other iono-

spheric degradations,
"* availability of the upper end of the HF spectrum during the diurnal ionospheric

cycle, and
"• improved detection of LO targets through frequency selection and positive polar-

ization control.

"llie basic questions concerning the feasibility of the AIM concept all relate to how reliably one can
create the AIM within tolerances necessary for useful reflection of the radar signal, Issues that
directly impact AIM utility (size, shape, orientation, uniformity, smoothness, peak electron
density, steepness of the density gradient, and density lifetime) have been addressed above.
While some uncertainties still remain, efforts to-date have reduced these uncertainties to the extent
that there appears to be no phenomenological issue preventing realization of the AIM concept. 'This
is based upon extensive physics studies and system trade-off considerations. Results of these
investigations indicate that the AIM can be created using current technology, with the necessary
radar reflective characteristics to provide wide area surveillance and early detection and tracking of
the ALCM/SL.CM threat of the future. Based on these results, the next phase of effort should
include the careful design and planming of an atmnospheric deattistration of the AIM comcept.
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